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Ed Berliner: From a backwater radio studio in 
central Florida spinning records as the morning 
DJ at only 17 years of age, Ed has spent his 
entire adult life in the media and entertainment 
industry at every conceivable level. A multiple 
Emmy Award nominee and winner. A news, 
political, business and sports interview specialist 
with more than 10,000 conversations to his 
credit. Management and talent for 6 start-up 
cable networks, including ESPN, FOX Regional 
and Comcast CN8. 3-time CEO of national 
production companies. Multiple Board of 
Directors member. Screen Actors Guild member 
with multiple film & TV credits. National & 
International voiceover and vocal character actor. 
A social media innovator. Scriptwriter and 
author. A level of business savvy and creativity 
not found anywhere else. 

Ed Berliner Be Bold. Be Brave. 

Be Undefeated.

Personally & Professionally.

THE UNDEFEATED IMAGE

WITH 6 YOU GET EGG ROLL

THE BERLINER METHOD

MEDIA INTELLIGENCE

Based on more than 10,000 interviews with the 
famous, infamous, legendary and memorable over a 30 
year broadcast journalism career, these are the lessons 
in forging and maintaining the image and leadership 
for professional and personal success. 

Having been part of management, creative, sales and 
marketing team at 6 start-up cable networks, these are 
the lessons learned for both new and intermediate 
companies seeking to increase productive, profitability, 
improving team retention & the workplace attitude. 

Intertwining the lessons learned as a SAG actor from 
the famous “Strasberg Method” with the lessons of 
successful business. Learn who you are before seeking 
to manage and be managed by others. Understand the 
human interaction for success. 

What media “training” doesn’t provide, the insider’s 
revelation of how to make the broadcast and social 
media work for you. From an Emmy Award winner 
and student of human behavior, learn what is real, 
what is fake, and how to manipulate for your success. 

Ed Berliner is a client partner, catering every 
show to the specific audience. No 2 shows are 
alike. He engages before and after every show 
thru social media and targeted marketing. Every 
show is heavily interactive with valuable 
takeaway material. 

Booking Keynote Address, Guest Speaker, Half 
Day and Full Day Seminars, On-Site Training 
Sessions, Multiple Date Training, C-Level 
Consultant. Full Client Appearance Services.


